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Section 1: Introduction
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CGAP Technical Guide: How to Build a Regulatory Sandbox (2020)

“A regulatory sandbox is a tool for developing evidence about how a 

new product, technology, or business model (innovation) works and 

the outcomes it produces. Evidence gathering can help assuage (or 

confirm) regulatory concerns about the impact of innovations, 

allowing beneficial innovations to reach the marketplace.”

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=8


A formal regulatory initiative:

➢ to test innovation

➢ in the live marketplace

➢ on a time- and scope-limited basis 

➢ to determine the appropriate regulatory treatment/status

➢ before the innovation can fully operate in the marketplace

…where other options fall short …

What is a regulatory sandbox?
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• Equity crowdfunding

• Blockchain-based payments

• Robo advisors

How are regulatory sandboxes used? 
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• Alternative credit scoring

• Automated savings

• Personal finance management

Source: CGAP analysis (2019)

EXAMPLES
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Benefits and risks of a regulatory sandbox

Benefits Risks

Lowers cost of innovation in some 

cases 

Competition issues (regulators pick 

winners, create uneven playing field)

Opens access to regulator Limited capacity of regulator to run 

sandbox

Creates formal framework for safe, 

live testing

Liability issues in case of failed 

testing

Allows for market monitoring Unclear pathways for successful exit

Signals openness to innovation Intra- & inter-agency coordination 

issues

Limited regulatory tools to implement 

sandbox

For more information, see CGAP Working Paper.
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http://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/researches/documents/Working-Paper-Regulatory-Sandboxes-Oct-2017.pdf
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Want to learn more at your own pace?

Visit CGAP’s Collection of resources:

www.cgap.org/Sandbox

• Technical Guide: How to Build a 

Regulatory Sandbox

• Working Paper: Regulatory Sandboxes 

and Financial Inclusion

• Interactive map of sandbox firms

• Global repository of sandbox policy 

documents

• Blog post series

https://www.cgap.org/research/publication/how-build-regulatory-sandbox-practical-guide-policy-makers
http://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/Working-Paper-Regulatory-Sandboxes-Oct-2017.pdf
http://www.cgap.org/sandbox
https://www.cgap.org/research/publication/how-build-regulatory-sandbox-practical-guide-policy-makers
http://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/Working-Paper-Regulatory-Sandboxes-Oct-2017.pdf
https://www.cgap.org/regulatory-sandbox/interactive-map
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AEDWOR56FHQxKAxGbsw7TikXatn75VTN
https://www.cgap.org/blog/series/regulatory-sandboxes-what-have-we-learned-so-far


Section 2: Deciding if a sandbox is the 

right tool
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Ivo Jeník (CGAP)

“If you do not need to test the innovation in the live marketplace to 

identify and/or effect a regulatory change, you most likely do not 

need a regulatory sandbox.”

CGAP Tip
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A 3-step process to decide if you need a sandbox

Step 1: Define 

objectives

Step 2: Identify 

barriers

Step 3: Assess 

solutions
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Step 1: Define your objectives

Regulators frequently cite 

three overarching reasons to 

use a sandbox:

1. Promote innovation and/or 

competition

2. Address regulatory 

barriers to innovation

3. Learn about developments 

in the marketplace

But is a sandbox really the 

right tool to achieve all 

these objectives?

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=10
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Step 1: Why it’s important to start with objectives 

maybe

• Defining objectives upfront is 

key

• Objectives help regulators 

select the right tool(s)

• Objective setting is driven by 

regulators’ needs and limited 

by specific circumstances 

(threshold constraints - see 

Section 3)

• Objectives help define 

expected outcomes and 

impact



From the Bank of Sierra Leone in the Regulatory Sandbox Pilot Program Guidelines and Application 

Form (April 2018). See http://www.bsl.gov.sl/BSL_Sandbox_Program.html.

“[T]he Sandbox is intended to foster responsible

innovation that benefits consumers in Sierra Leone by

improving the quality of, and access to, financial products

and services.”

Defining objectives: An example

For more examples, see CGAP Technical Guide.  

http://www.bsl.gov.sl/BSL_Sandbox_Program.html
https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=26
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Step 2: Identify the barriers to innovation 
A sandbox can address some types of barriers

A sandbox can help address 

regulatory barriers such as:

1. Costly compliance

2. Regulatory uncertainty

3. Prohibitive regulation

But a sandbox only makes 

sense when those barriers 

cannot be addressed 

without live testing.

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.  

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=11
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Step 2: Identify the barriers to innovation
Not all barriers require a sandbox 

• Regulation is often cited as a 

barrier to innovation

• Not every innovation should 

reach the marketplace

• Barriers to good innovation 

should be lifted

• To lift the barriers, regulators 

can choose from a portfolio of 

tools

Sandbox is only suitable when 

live testing is needed.
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Step 3: Assess (alternative) solutions

There are several regulatory tools that 

may be more suitable than a 

sandbox:

1. Other innovation facilitators (e.g., 

Innovation Office)

2. Adopting a change of rules

3. Granting exemptions

4. For more options see Section 5

Some of these tools can be used 

instead of a sandbox, some should

be used instead of it, and some 

along with a sandbox.

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.  

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=13
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Country example: Thailand



Section 3: How to design the sandbox 

you need
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• There are five elements that are typically included in sandbox design:

1. Eligibility

2. Governance

3. Timing

4. Test restrictions

5. Exit options

• Each element entails making choices that together determine the sandbox 

design

• The elements should reflect ‘threshold constraints’, which consist of the legal 

framework, market conditions, and capacity within the local jurisdiction.
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Key design elements of a regulatory sandbox
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A closer look at these five sandbox design elements
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Matching design elements with constraints: Legal framework

Statutory mandate • Regulator authorized to establish a sandbox (Capital Markets Authority of Kenya)

• A legislative change needed (Colombia, Lithuania, Mexico, Poland, Spain)

• Sandbox justified as a permissible extension of discretion

Eligibility criteria • Licensed or otherwise formally authorized entities (Hong Kong Monetary 

Authority)

• Entities outside the regulatory framework (PolicyPal in Singapore, Pezesha in 

Kenya)

• Nonfinancial services providers (RegTech)

Testing restrictions • Compliance with legally mandated restrictions and requirements that fall outside 

a regulator’s discretion (minimum AML/CFT)

• Measures to address potential consumer risks even when relaxation possible

Exit options • License granted (FCA UK sandbox graduates)

• Other permission to operate in the marketplace granted (Upstart in the US).

• Regulatory change implemented (Pezesha in Kenya)
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Matching design elements with constraints: Market 

conditions/capacity

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.

Demand refers to the demand from innovators for a regulatory sandbox.

Capacity refers to the capacity of the regulator to implement a regulatory sandbox. 

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=17


Section 4: How to run a sandbox 

successfully
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There are four ingredients for success:

1. Appropriate design (see Section 3)

2. Well-defined governance and processes

3. Sufficient capacity and resources

4. Strong stakeholder buy-in
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Secret sauce for a successful sandbox



Key steps to follow to ensure that a sandbox runs well:

• Define who owns the sandbox and who runs it

• Line up internal support

• Allocate sufficient resources

• Outline the internal process

• Ensure coordination with external stakeholders

• Establish formal and informal support channels

• Run external and internal stakeholder consultations
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How to manage governance, process, capacity, and buy-in

See templates for sandbox teams in CGAP Technical Guide.

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=27


• A testing plan outlines what is being tested, how it is being 

tested and the expected outcomes

• Testing plans are typically proposed by applicants and 

approved by the regulator on a case-by-case basis

• A testing plan should:

✓ Define the overall timeline and budget

✓ Identify precisely what is being tested, how and why

✓ Define milestones and success criteria

✓ Define risks and mitigating measures

✓ Identify staff and their responsibilities

✓ Establish rules for engaging with and reporting to the regulator 

throughout the testing period

• See the example of the Taiwan Financial Supervisory 

Committee (FSC)
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Internal process: Testing and exit Taiwan’s FSC Testing Plan

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=21
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Exit scenarios: How a firm leaves the sandbox

• The regulator should map its own regulatory framework

against each of the possible outcomes and avoid

setting up a sandbox without having legal clarity on

each of the potential exit options

• Final evaluation is based on regular reports delivered

throughout the testing phase and the final report (by the

sandbox participant, as in Kenya, or an independent

auditor, as in Bahrain)

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=23
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Examples of exit scenarios: UK, Kenya, Brazil



Section 5: What are alternatives to a 

sandbox?
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A sandbox is not the only option

There are several options that 

regulators can pursue in 

response to innovation. For 

example:

• Other innovation facilitators 

such as an Innovation Office, 

Innovation Hub or Accelerator

• A rule or policy update

• Other regulatory tools such as 

wait-and-see, test-and-learn or 

exemptions
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Alternatives & complements (1)

Description When applicable Examples

Wait-and-see/ 

Forbearance

The regulator monitors an 

innovation before deciding on a 

regulatory treatment.

In case of forbearance, the 

regulator decides to tolerate 

certain behavior in the market 

otherwise deemed non-

compliant.

Early-stage innovation where 

the level of regulatory 

uncertainty is too high to be 

overcome through a limited live 

testing.

P2P lending in China 

(early stages)

Cryptocurrencies around 

the world (early stages)

Test-and-learn

The regulator defines an ad hoc 

framework for safeguarded live 

testing of a specific innovation.

A specific financial innovation is 

potentially beneficial and 

market-worthy but the regulator 

needs more information to 

resolve uncertainty.

Mobile money in Kenya, 

Philippines, Tanzania
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Alternatives & complements (2)

Description When applicable Examples

Innovation 

Office / Hub

The regulator sets a structured 

and formal framework for 

regular engagement with the 

industry on innovation (without 

live testing).

The regulator identifies a 

reasonable demand for 

regulatory consultation and 

guidance from innovators.

France, Uganda, UK

Regulatory 

change
The regulator initiates a 

legislative change, adopts new 

regulation or amends the 

existing one, or re-considers 

interpretation and application of 

the existing rules.

The regulator has identified 

gaps or inconsistencies in the 

legal and regulatory framework 

or has deemed changed 

circumstance requiring a 

change in the existing rules.

Remote customer 

identification in Malaysia

New License A special instance of the 

regulatory change – a new 

licensing regime for innovative 

businesses engaged in certain 

activities.

The regulator has identified 

areas of particular interest to 

innovators where licensing 

requirements can be defined 

without the need to evaluate 

them on a case-by-case basis.

Australia, Colombia, 

Switzerland

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=24
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Country example:  Taiwan’s innovative ecosystem

Initiatives established by the Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC) to support 

innovation in the financial sector:

● Business trial: a licensed financial institution may apply for a business trial if it seeks to

expand its approved business in innovative technological ways.

● Fintech Space: an incubator and accelerator for fintech startups.

● Crowdfunding platforms: the Taipei Exchange set up the equity-based “Go Incubation

Board for Startup and Acceleration Firms” to help startups raise capital.

● Consultation points: the FSC also established consultation points such as the Innovation

Center and the “Regulatory Clinic” in the FintechSpace to help startups resolve questions

about financial regulations.

● Task forces: the FSC directed the financial industry associations to set up taskforces to deal

with innovative businesses, fintech general issues, open banking, e-payment, blockchain, and
robo-advisors.

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pd#page=25


Section 6: Sandbox simulation
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• Sandbox simulation is a way for regulators in a half-day workshop to quickly 

test the need for a sandbox and the proposed framework

• The sandbox simulation helps answer the following questions: 

o Do I need a sandbox?

o Will a sandbox help to solve any specific issue I face?

o What would such a sandbox look like?

o Who needs to be involved in setting up the sandbox? 

o Does the proposed sandbox work as intended, or should it be modified?

o Are all sandbox processes correctly defined?

o Do we have enough capacity to implement the sandbox?

o Does the sandbox cover all possible scenarios?

36

How to use a sandbox simulation to build capacity

For more information, see CGAP Technical Guide.

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2020_09_Technical_Guide_How_To_Build_Regulatory_Sandbox.pdf#page=36
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Four steps in a sandbox simulation 

Step 1:

1. Draft case 
studies

• Identify real or realistic examples of tech-enabled financial innovation at the 
fringes of the current legal and regulatory framework (e.g., fintech companies 
operating in other markets or companies that have approached you with their 
innovative idea) (TIP: use your sandbox application forms)

Step 2:
Organize the 

simulation

• The simulation can be organized as a half-day workshop with the sandbox 
team and other experts needed for successful sandbox implementation (e.g., 
legal and regulatory, licensing, supervision experts) 

Step 3: 

Run the 
simulation

• Present the case studies to the participants, and ask them to treat them as if 
the sandbox was/was not in place

Step 4:
Evaluate and 

tweak

• Use the simulation results to draft and/or adapt the sandbox framework
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Step 1:  Draft case studies

• Draft a series of 

applications (some 

eligible for sandbox, 

some not)

• Draft applications with 

insufficient information

• Draft applications that 

have additional 

information

• Be as realistic as 

possible

• (See Sandbox 

Repository for 

examples of application 

forms)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AEDWOR56FHQxKAxGbsw7TikXatn75VTN?usp=sharing


• You need at least 3 hours for the simulation workshop

• The sandbox team is the primary participant

• Invite colleagues whose support of sandbox is essential (legal & regulatory, licensing, 
IT, supervision)

• Invite representative from other regulatory agencies, if their buy-in is needed

• Send workshop materials in advance and ask participants to prepare

• Ask participants to bring/have ready any documents that may be necessary to 
perform the exercises (sandbox framework, laws, regulations)
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Step 2: Organize the simulation workshop



• Ensure that everyone understands the purpose of the simulation

• Divide participants into teams to emulate the internal organization of the sandbox and its 
governance

• Distribute the first application, ask the participants to evaluate it, decide whether to accept it, 
reject it or seek more information, and ask them to provide justification for their decision

• Distribute the application with additional information and ask participants again to decide 
whether to accept or reject it, or whether a different action would be more appropriate

• For the accepted applications, participants outline the test plan and present it to others

• Distribute an interim test report and information about test results for discussion

• Ask participants to decide on exit option(s) and provide justification
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Step 3: Run the simulation



• Use simulation results to design or adapt the sandbox framework

• Adjustments can be made to any part of the sandbox framework. Typical 

changes include:

• Application form content and structure

• Eligibility criteria

• Governance and processes

• Test plan requirements

• Test monitoring and evaluation

• Exit options

41

Step 4: Evaluate and tweak sandbox design
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Simulation templates (download here)
Template Description File

Application with 

insufficient info

Application form that lacks essential information for the 

regulator to decide on the next steps, and needs to be 

supplemented

Application with 

sufficient info

Completed application that should provide enough detail 

for the regulator to decide on next steps, particularly 

admission to the regulatory sandbox

Proposed Test Plan

Proposed test plan. The regulator may decide to modify 

the test plan further if necessary, to make sure the test 

results sufficiently inform regulatory actions

Interim test report
Regulatory report submitted by the sandbox participant 

during the test

Test results
Final results that should inform the final decision on the 

most appropriate exit option. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RyglE_gGBnTjgncpOJP7rDnvvjrKa5VS?usp=sharing


Section 7: Conclusion
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• Many regulatory objectives concerning innovation can be achieved through 

other tools

• A regulatory sandbox helps inform a regulatory response where live testing is 

necessary

• Specific design elements fit specific circumstances (legal, market, capacity)

• Successful implementation requires clearly defined ownership of sandbox and 

KPIs
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Key points to remember

More information: www.cgap.org/sandbox

Share your feedback: sandbox@cgap.org

http://www.cgap.org/sandbox
mailto:sandbox@cgap.org
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